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Learn how to use this revolutionary assessment approach so
you can deliver premier care to every client and enjoy the
“waiting list practice”!
The Quantum Energy Biofield

The National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM), an agency of the National
Institutes of Health and the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, now recognizes the domain of
energy medicine and the concept that “human beings are infused with a subtle form of energy.” According
to NCCAM, many Complementary Alternative Medicine (CAM) practitioners claim that “they work with
this subtle energy, see it with their own eyes, and use it to effect changes in the physical body and influence health.” These CAM practitioners believe that the secrets of optimal health and restoration lie not
within costly medical drugs or expensive medical treatments, but in the body’s own theorized energy field
or the Quantum Energy Biofield (QEB).

Quantum Reflex AnalysisSM (QRASM) – a revolutionary assessment approach

More than ever, it may now be possible to release the body’s inherent, powerful biological quantum energy circulation matrix that is capable of generating internal responses at the speed of light through the
body’s biofield. CAM practitioners of QRASM (Quantum Reflex AnalysisSM) use the QEB as a template to
define and eliminate energy stressors that may have deactivated the body’s own potent internal healing
system. QRASM, as a revolutionary assessment approach, provides an insightful window into the functionality of the body not previously available. Accessing this information may mean a major shift in your
understanding in how to deliver quantum energetic rejuvenation.

In Harmony With Your Client’s Biofield

In just one weekend you will explore the workings of the magnificent hierarchy of the body’s innate functioning bio-matrix – how the body’s QEB intercoordinates and supports optimal energy flow through the
body’s control centers – and how you can work in harmony with your client’s quantum biofield anatomy,
not against it.

Learn the secrets of the
ancients:

how to identify target areas
and work in harmony with the
body’s inherent, powerful quantum energy system to induce
“quantum cellular resonance”
and achieve a new, functional
bio-energy pattern.

Discover how to rapidly
induce

“the Quantum Nutrition Effect” in your clients for optimal
health. Learn how to support
the nutritional response with
effectiveness and precision – on
purpose, not by chance.

Learn the bioenergetic
one second test

to identify incompatible nutrients, foods or supplements and
determine which ones to use for
each client, to induce quantum
cellular resonance in target organ/glands master points.

